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Introduction

A decade of publishing stuff.  The time went by so fast.  I
edited eleven issues of Science Fiction Trails magazine in ten
years–the Martian issue was an extra.  That magazine primarily
focused on science fiction westerns.  Add to that four anthologies
of western horror and it adds up to one heck of a lot of stories.  As
I looked back on that body of work, certain stories stood out as
some of my personal favorites.  I just couldn't resist the temptation
to put them together for an encore appearance.  

Anthologies are always highly subjective. It is not uncommon
for one review to laud the same story another critic bashes. For
that reason I hesitate to use the term "Best of"with this collection. 
I prefer to look at it as my favorite stories. 

Some of the tales in this volume are what we call sci fi
westerns. Some are more of the horror variety.  And a few, well I
don't know what label to put on them. I just like them. And I hope
the readers like them too.

One thing I have always been reluctant to do as an editor is
include more than one story from a single author.  I broke that rule
here as well–with two stories from John Howard, a retired bus
driver who started out his writing career only writing about the
Buffalo Soldiers.  Well, his two contributions here are as different
as night and day.  One of his stories is a Buffalo Soldier story
where two soldiers make a very wrong turn on the trails. The other
one, well it's something else.



We also have a little added material that never appeared in
Science Fiction Trails or one of the horror anthologies. I included
a story I wrote which first appeared over at Spacewesterns.com
and J. A. Campbell contributes an original story to round things
out.

David B. Riley


